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Background:  
 
 Prospera Panes was born in Baguio City, Philippines in 1951. She attended university in the 
Philippines and then worked as a military nurse there as well. In 1985, she immigrated to the United 
States with an agency that placed Filipino nurses in American jobs. Her husband had a harder time 
immigrating and had to wait seven years before joining her in the US. Prospera first arrived in 
Secaucus, New Jersey and stayed there until 2000 when she moved to her current home in Houston. 
She worked at the Methodist Hospital briefly before changing to her current job as a staff nurse at 
Michael DeBakey Medical Center.  
 
Setting:  
 

The interview focuses on Ms. Panes’s personal experiences of immigrating to America and 
working as a nurse in different cities in the United States.  

 
This interview was conducted in a library study room, as it is a private space and neutral 

location and lasted approximately an hour and half. Through this interview, Ms. Panes gave us a good 
idea of her rich childhood memories in the Philippines, working as a professional nurse in the U.S., and 
her family life.  
 
Interviewers:  
 
 Rei Morikawa is a sophomore at Rice University. She is originally from Tokyo, Japan and is 
interested in pre-law studies.  
 
 Born in Seoul, Korea, Irene Eunjung Oh is currently a senior at Rice University, majoring in 
sociology and Asian studies.  
 
Interview Transcript:  
 
Key: 
PP Prospera Laron Panes 
RM Rei Morikawa 
IO Irene Eunjung Oh 
— Speech cuts off; abrupt stop 
… Speech trails off; pause 
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Italics Emphasis 

(?) 
Preceding word may not be 
accurate 

[Brackets] Actions [laughs, sighs, etc.] 
 
RM: Hello, my name is Rei Morikawa.  
 
IO: And my name is Irene.  
 
PP: My name is Prospera.  
 
IO: Thank you so much for your willingness to participate in the oral history interview.  
 
PP: You’re welcome.  
 
RM: Okay, so, um, could you start by telling us a bit about, um, when and where you were born?  
 
PP: Um, I was born on June 19, 1951 in Baguio City, Philippines. Um, I am the eldest of the three 
children in the family. 
 
RM: Where did your family grow up?  
 
PP: They’re all from the Philippines. I came—I just came to America when I was in my 30s. 33 or so.  
 
RM: Could you tell us about your hometown?  
 
PP: Uh, about my family in the Philippines?  
 
RM: Or anything. About your family, what it was like growing up, uh, where you guys lived. 
 
PP: Yeah, we grew up, uh—I grew up in a small town. But it was like when I was born, I was born in 
Baguio City, like in a city for this hospital. And then, I grew up in the lower—in the—in that—Baguio 
City is the—like the capital ci—uh, capital summer of the Philippines then, so like in the lowlands near 
the China Sea area. So—but it’s in the city Baguio (?) like Indian. And my parents are both teachers.  
 
IO: Right.  
 
PP: Yeah and … it’s—I would say I’m happy that I was born in the like—in the province, not in the 
city. You—you know—you have better experiences. You … you grow. You get out of the house, play 
around. Not just inside the house, you play with friends, like climbing trees. [All laugh] I know, right? 
No people now doesn’t climb trees. [All laugh] And when you’re hungry, you just go. You have garden 
fruits.  
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IO: Yeah.  
 
PP: It’s a [indistinguishable] thing. That’s why at home we have some fruit trees. [laughs] 
 
IO: Nice.  
 
RM: Yeah, I know. 
 
PP: So, I went to school, elementary. Six years of elementary over there. And then four years in high 
school, and then I went to my pre-nursing. I’m a nurse.  
 
IO: Right.  
 
PP: Yeah, so pre-nursing, I just had it for one year. And then I went to a nursing school. It’s a 
government school. So I—my tuition is just very small amount.  
 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: Right. Um … and—and I graduated as a graduate nurse. After that, I went to the big city, Manila.  
 
IO: Mm-hmm. 
 
PP: Have you ever heard about that?  
 
IO: Of course.  
 
PP: Yeah, I went to the Far Eastern University for my two years Bachelor of Science in nursing. And 
after that, uh—at first, my first year I was, uh, like professional student. You know—you know, in 
my—in our country, our parents send us to school, right? Without working. Right? Like (?) kids here.  
 
IO: Yeah. 
 
PP: [laughing] I know. So I went to school for my first year. I’m—I graduate already as a nurse, but 
still for the BSN. Uh, then in my second year, I said, “I’m a nurse, so I need to work.” [laughs] So I 
went to work and at the same time. Anyway, most of my classmates are working, so our class is at 
nights, like in the evening. So I work nights. Midnight to eight, then go to sleep, then go to work. I go 
to school in the afternoon. I graduated 1974, March 1974. After that, I joined the military of the nurse 
corps of the Philippines. And I was there for 11 years before coming to America.  
 
IO: Wow. 
 
PP: So, I, got, uh, [indistinguishable several words] 10 (?) before leaving the military. Yeah, so, but 
and—between—between that, I was then trying to come to America.  
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RM: Wow. [overlapping] 
 
PP: Trying to apply. [laughs] I don’t know what happened that I couldn’t. I—I took all the tests, passed 
them, but I don’t know. It was not—maybe it’s not my luck that time to come over here. Yeah, and I 
don’t know. So I got married when I was there. Um, for five years I married. I didn’t have any kids. 
Like we’re trying to go—for family just doctors, so we spent our all money, savings. [laughs] 
 
[0:04:59] 
 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: Yeah. We’re not paying our mortgage because we have a lot and then another house because we 
spent already [laughing] our savings (?). So I need to get out, so I came to America in 1985. Yeah. And 
luckily, you know, with the money over here, within one year I paid all our tax. [laughs]  
 
IO: Wow. 
 
PP: I know. So, you know, in America, you can …. It’s a, uh, how do you call that? People come here 
to—to—you know, to, um—there’s a word. Bread and butter or honey? Right? 
 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: As long as you work hard, I think you will progress. Yeah.  
 
RM: So would you say you think there’s more economic opportunities? 
 
PP: Of course, yeah. Probab—but I don’t know, with my brothers. I have a brother and sister. When I 
was—uh, when I had my immigrati—pap—status already, I went to help (?) them (?). “But what will 
we do in America?” ‘Cause my sister, my younger sister is a lawyer at that time, but now she’s a 
regional judge already in Manila. So what will she do here? Of course.  
 
IO: Yeah. 
 
PP: And then my brother is a pediatrician right now. She has good—she has—they were good life 
there.  
 
IO: Yeah. 
 
PP: I don't know. If I stayed there, I don’t know what’s my life. [laughs] 
 
RM: Thank you very much for, um, telling us about your journey and process for coming to America, 
and about your family—  
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PP: [overlapping] But when I came to America because I didn’t have money that time I had to, you 
know, fly the airlines, pay now, pay later at that time.  
 
IO: Oh, I see.  
 
PP: Because not—on my time, that’s 1985, you had to, but then for the succeeding years, like on the 
88, 1990 because nurses are—they—they get nurses from the Philippines with free flying, free board 
and lodging, free tests, free everything. [laughs] Whereas now—but now, no more. They're not getting 
anymore. Not just the Philippines, all other countries. I think they stopped getting nurses now.  
 
RM: Um, could you go back and now tell us a bit more about your childhood? Any special memories 
or experience that you remember?  
 
PP: Um, what like?  
 
RM: Or, for example, any traditions or cultures that your family, um, had, or those kinds of things 
from your country that might have been important to you guys?  
 
PP: Oh, yeah. What I—what I miss here, like, uh, like …. Because I came from a family, like, all the 
relatives are all married in the same town, so you know. Uh, I miss that thing. Like when you know 
everybody. Right? You know everybody.  
 
IO: [overlapping] Same (?). 
 
PP: Like what my mom said that she was like in the barrio like, “Are we city—from the town?” Like 
all the neighbors, they’re all related.  
 
IO: Right, yeah. 
 
PP: So when you cook something, [laughs] we have to share. And—and then I grew up also like, um, 
there’s like marriages—marriage—wedding—a weddings, burials, we go and attend. And then that’s a 
time we met our relatives. Also here, right?  
 
IO: Yeah. 
 
PP: You can see, but it’s different. There’s like singing for, you know …. That’s what I miss. Um, I 
miss like … your friends. But anyway, my friends now, most of them are in America! [laughs] 
 
IO: Oh, I see.  
 
PP: I know. Like they’re go—in a way, we go home also at times. So, especially, when my mom was 
being sick. I’ve been there when—while my mom is still alive because she died at the age of 94. For 
her last few years, I go home every year, just for two weeks to see her. While she's still alive. Yeah. 
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And then, at least it’s—she were lucky because I had my brother taking care of her. Not—not bringing 
her to a nursing home, seeking assistance in the house. That’s about it. Yeah, that's what I miss. I don’t 
know when I go old, [laughing] where will I stay? [laughs] 
 
[0:09:55] 
 
RM: Um, you mentioned singing, right?  
 
PP: Yeah.  
 
RM: Um, could you tell us a bit more about what kind of songs they were and what they meant to you 
guys?  
 
PP: Uh, like, uh, singing during weddings? Yeah, they’re like some—are—how do you call that? Our 
regional songs, and also, um, like after the burial. You need … I’m a Catholic, right?  
 
IO: [overlapping] Right.  
 
PP: So we do some prayers for nine days after the burial. So like that, we say the Rosary. We—there’s 
like people singing, you know. They sing some songs for the remembrance of the song. And, uh, but 
now I believe the young generations now, like, few people goes to the [indistinguishable 1 word] burial 
already. You know? 
 
IO: [overlapping] Oh, yeah. 
 
PP: Yeah, I know. I know. When my mom died, already it’s not like—when the old time. Because 
before there’s no TV, right? There’s some obvious—some have like—outrageous. But now kids now 
[PP and IO laugh] some have the iPad now. So, it’s really a change. A big change. After just for 50 
years, right?  
 
IO: [overlapping, indistinguishable several words] 
 
RM: How was your school and education like back in the Philippines?  
 
PP: Oh, we—since Amer—uh, Philippines was been with Americans before, right? So it’s in English. 
We—our books. But I—we just go to school in the first grade, second year in our dialect. And then as 
we grow higher, it’s in English already.  
 
RM: Right. 
 
PP: And then we just have one subject like a Filipino subject like that. But our newspapers are in 
English.  
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RM: Right. 
 
PP: [indistinguishable several words] That’s why I speak English. [laughs]  
 
RM: What other subjects did you guys take? 
 
PP: Uh, like our regional on the first grace. Um, like Ilokano and Tagalog, the Filipino dialect. Like the 
entire Filipino’s dialect.  
 
RM: Right. 
 
PP: Language. 
 
RM: Was that dialect special to your hometown?  
 
PP: Uh, no, ours, especially in my hometown is Ilokano. Ilokano’s like a regional dialect. That’s a 
[indistinguishable]. Then the national dialect is the Filipino. Filipino, or we call that Tagalog.  
 
RM: Right. 
 
PP: Tagalog, Filipino. There’re like other countries still, right, they have the regional dialect, language. 
 
RM: Right. 
 
PP: And they’re …. That’s nice to understand each other. [all laugh]  
 
RM: Are the dialects different from each other? Or you can communicate?  
 
PP: Yeah, right? Right? There’re others—other regions. They have—it’s other region, they have their 
own dialect. But then we have our own national dialect, the Filipino.  
 
RM: I see. And finally, could you tell us a bit about, um, more the jobs that you had, um, maybe since 
coming to the United States?  
 
RM: In the Philippines? Or … yeah. 
 
RM: Either. 
 
PP: Okay, so, uh, I was with the—like in the nurse corps there’re some other  [clears throat] services 
like the Navy, the Army, the Air Force. But I was like assigned in the, uh, medical center. Like we call 
it Armed Forces of the Philippines Medical Center. But at one point—at one time—because my 
husband was assigned—I was married then after five years in the military. So, he was assigned in the 
regional—region 2, like away from the city. So I followed him. But there was a cam—uh, there’s a 
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military camp on that side, so I went also. And he works in the next town. So at least we were together 
for two years. But that like—that is like a dispensary. It’s like a clinic. It’s not a hospital really. So it’s 
like—I said myself I had a little vacation. [laughs] A little vacation for me. [laugh] I know. That’s nice. 
But then, after that I went back to the city.  
 
[0:14:55] 
 
RM: But you were always to able to, um, stay in the same location with your husband?  
 
PP: Hmm.Yes, at that point. At that point, when it (?) was popular. But then—then, I come back to—to 
the city to Manila. Then he will just come home for a few—you know, for a few—uh, you know, every 
month. 
 
IO: Aww. 
 
PP: Yeah. Base (?) is far. It’s far. It’s—maybe it’s near, if it is like in America and the—the road is so 
nice, but there, you had to—you had to travel maybe 12 hours— 
 
IO: Wow. 
 
PP: —by bus.  
 
IO: Yeah. 
 
PP: [indistinguishable several words] Yeah. 
 
RM: What do you and your husband each do now for a living?  
 
PP: Uh, now … okay, by profession, my husband is a mechanical engineer in my country. But then, 
since—uh, when he came here—you know, what happened is that when I came here …. So when I was 
in the Philippines, I was not—I didn’t have a baby yet. Because you know, like, there’s a problem 
with—with our—you know, we cannot conceive. So luckily after two years over here, I went home for 
a vacation for one month. I got pregnant.  
 
IO: Wow. 
 
PP: Yeah. I know. And then the—but by that I’ve been having [indistinguishable 1 word], you know, 
like prayers. Like I just be home for one month. Uh, who would believe I'll get pregnant? Right? In my 
history. So I came back. Get the baby. My mom come over here to help me. Then I went home again. I 
bring my son to the Philippines. And I get pregnant again. Right? Would you believe that? 
 
IO: Wow. Yeah. 
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PP: With my history, I still think these are God’s gift. And, you know, that gift to us. For just one 
month. Who would believe? At least, they looked like my husband. [all laugh] I was laughing. It was—
it was good they look like … [laughs] I’m just kidding, you know. So anyways, so then the thing is he 
couldn’t just come here. We just didn’t know that as my dependent that time. But, I don’t know with 
my lawyer. I kept a lawyer, and he put him like on immigration status application. That made the worst 
thing. He had to wait for seven years to come over here.  
 
IO: Wow.  
 
PP: And then, anyway, my parents—my parent came here to help me, just me alone at that time. And 
then after work, he came over. So but the problem is my kids have a syndrome. That they don’t—that 
time, they don’t talk. So he—and it’s expensive to have babysitter. By that time, we’re still in New 
Jersey. So, he just, uh, what’s that? He just take care of the kids. From the two, a boy and a girl.  

And at that time, he—he goes to school for nursing, but luck—unluckily he didn’t like. [laughs] 
He did not go to—he did not finish his nursing. So right now, when he—we came to Houston. We 
came to Houston year 2000, August of 2000 because his family are here because my kids are sick. And 
now they go to the National Institute of Health, if you know that. The research center of America in 
Bethesda, Maryland. So … and—and then, uh, also there—uh, also—but … make me to come to—near 
to the family. To the—his familie. It’s that over in New Jersey, even if you have you friends, you 
know, it’s that if there’re so occasions like Thanksgiving, Christmas, I go with my friend. I had a friend 
that the family of her husband are also in that area in New Jersey. You know, I miss—I miss the 
togetherness— 

 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: Like in my—in my country. I—you know, like you’re a foreigner. You know, like you’re, uh—
you’re not—like you’re not in the family. And they are so happy. They are so, you know. Because they 
are—you know, that they’re older and we’re just there. And it’s—and also there’s something happen to 
my children. Who will help us?  
 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: Even though you had friends, it’s different, right?  
 
IO: Yeah, I understand.  
 
PP: Yeah, it’s different. So, now over here, my kids are happy. [laughs] And also over there—and—
and one more thing, my happy to stay here because over there we just have a townhouse, so they could 
not play around. And here, luckily, you know, you know. So, but I’m angry before. We go to back to 
(?) New Jersey. “Oh, mommy … [indistinguishable] New Jersey.” [all laugh] They were just a little. 
So, uh, eight years old? Nine years old? Like that. So, now, and there’s—if like occasions here like 
Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year, you know, you know, New Year or weddings, come together. 
That’s nice. At least my kids knows their relatives— 
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IO: [overlapping]Right. 
 
PP: —their cousins, you know. I like—like the weather here. My husband refuses— 
 
IO: [overlapping] Right.  
 
PP: —doesn’t want the snow. [IO laughs; PP laughs] Because we were in like in the corner over there. 
Chilled (?). [laughs] Nice. … What else do you want to ask? 
 
[0:20:35] 
  
IO: Well, yeah, you’ve already told us a lot about your family, but we’d like to know more about your 
family background? Would you tell us a little bit about, um, your first name, which is Panes 
[pronounces as 1 syllable], right?  
 
RM: [overlapping] Or Pan-es [pronounced as 2 syllables]? Panes [pronounced as 1 syllable]? 
 
PP: Oh, uh, e—oh, yeah. My first—yeah, Pa-nes [2 syllables]—and— 
 
IO: Pa-nes. [2 syllables] 
 
PP: Yeah, Pa-nes [2 syllable].  
 
IO: [overlapping] That’s right.  
 
PP: My kids are Panes [1 syllable], here in America.  
 
RM: Oh, oh! [All laugh] [overlapping] That’s how I remember, Panes [1 syllable], yeah.  
 
PP: But yeah. It’s yeah. You know, it’s Americanized. [laughs]  
 
IO: Right, Panes. [1 syllable] 
 
PP: Yeah, my middle name is—my father’s name is Maron. M-A-R-O-N. Maron. 
 
IO: Is there any history or origin about your—of your first name? Um, did your parents tell you 
anything about?  
 
PP: My name is Prospera. 
 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: Right. Like, I think it’s in the calendar, You know, before, the old people, they get your name like 
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you have Christian calendars, right? It’s like Protachio, I think. But I think Protachio [laughing] is a 
nice name. They selected Prospera. 
 
IO: Prospera. 
 
PP: But it’s—I’m so happy I got that name because my patient—you know, when you go to you, you 
introduce your name. “I'm Prospera, your new nurse.” “Oh, that’s a nice name.”  
 
IO: Yeah. [PP and IO laugh] 
 
PP: So all right, they always compliment—“Oh Prospera.” Compliment my name. And they—they say 
that my name is like okay. Well, I’m happy my parents name me this name. [laughs] 
 
IO: Right. It’s a very special name, Prospera.  
 
PP: [overlapping] Yeah. There nobody around. I’m alone. [laughs] 
 
IO: [overlapping] Right. Yeah. 
 
PP: That’s nice, right?  
 
IO: You’ve told us that you speak two languages, English and Tagalog, right? 
 
PP: Yeah. Ilokano, Ilokano— 
 
IO: Yeah. 
 
PP: —Tagalog, and English.  
 
IO: So do you speak different languages at work, at home, or in any other settings?  
 
PP: Oh just, uh, the Ilokano and Tagalog 
 
IO: Right. What about with your friends here? Your Filipino friends. 
 
PP: [overlapping] Oh, yeah, Filipino. Filipino. 
 
IO: [overlapping] Oh, I see. 
 
PP: We have friends over here are Filipino and some are also with the same dialect, Ilokano. Some. 
And how I wish I know my Spanish because in college we have four semesters. I finished four 
semesters of Spanish in college. And had good grades. [all laugh] I know. And you wouldn’t know (?) ! 
And I said, “Oh my god” (?) because if you don’t practice, you know? 
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RM: Right. Yeah. 
 
IO: Do your children speak Tagalog well?  
 
PP: No. You know what happened is that we don’t teach them because they were delayed in their 
speech. They have some hearing problem because of their syndrome. So we don’t want them to be … 
hard up. You know? 
 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: So how I wish we did learn. But anyway … 
 
RM: Right. [PP laughs].  
 
PP: They just know just English. [RM laughs] So what do you speak a lot of di—uh, languages?  
 
IO: Um, I speak Korean and … 
 
PP: English.  
 
IO: English, yeah. 
 
PP: That’s nice.  
 
IO: I’m originally from there. So … and Rei speaks … 
 
RM: I speak Japanese and I’m learning Spanish.  
 
PP: Spanish and English, right?  
 
RM: Yes. 
 
PP: That’s just … at least I have three already. I wish I had Spanish, too. 
 
IO: Yeah, I should write that down because in the questionnaire, we only saw two—Tagalog and 
English.  
 
PP: Oh, really? Ilokano. I-L-O-K-A-N-A. Illokano. Tagalog or Filipino the same. Filipino or Tagalog.  
 
RM: Right. Yeah. Which would you say is your main language? The one that you think in?  
 
PP: I’m sorry?  
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RM: Um, or which would you say is your first language?  
 
PP: I think Ilokano is my first language.  
 
IO: Oh. 
 
PP: That’s a regional dialect.  
 
IO: Right.  
 
PP: Yeah. 
 
IO: And you told us your parents were teachers, right?  
 
PP: Yeah. 
 
IO: Yeah, um, what—how—like which education did they receive and how did they become teachers? 
Do you know any like background of how they became teachers?  
 
[0:24:36] 
 
PP: Okay. My mother went to college for that—as a teacher. And my fath—these—you know, they 
send—they go to the city for the—to be—to take that education. And my father, since he came from, 
uh, you know, lower status economic, he was like—he’s intelligent, so he was selected like a regional. 
He was selected to go to the college as a scholarship. So, by scholarship, he was able to go, you know, 
improve himself.  
 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: Right, so he went to a train (?) school and become a teacher. So that is far. And before we just 
have train as a transportation. So then my—[indistinguishable] just going home once a year. [laughing] 
or I don’t know. 
 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: Yeah, but I’m just happy he become a—he improve himself— 
 
IO: Yeah. 
 
PP: —or else he would become a farmer. Because his parent, he said, you know—at first we were just, 
uh, poor like  sharecropper, my father’s side. Like, you know, like a farmer, they have—did not own 
lands. 
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IO: Right.  
 
PP: They go and share, you know, to work for somebody who has a land. And so—so being thriftiness, 
you know, savings, they save money and whatever they earn, the fath—the father—his fa—parent’s—
this, they buy lands and lands and lands. Before that time is still cheap. But now you cannot buy any 
more. And then when my father become a teacher, you know, his first salary, he said, he bought a 
prop—uh, farm—a farm land.  
 
IO: Oh, I see. 
 
PP: Yeah. His first salary, he bought us farm land.  So even before just one salary, [laughing] and now, 
[IO laughs] you cannot buy any more. There’s no more land maybe. You know, they are so expensive 
now.  
 
IO: Yeah. Yeah. 
 
PP: Yeah, and then … for—to think of that there are 9 people in the family, my father’s side. When, 
you know, they were—they get—they inherited some properties when we grow. So what I’m saying, 
with the parents, like, sharecropper, you know, at least they improve, you know, economic status. They 
improve themselves. On my mother’s side, like my mother, my—the parents of my mother, like they 
have—you know, they are not—they’re not rich.  

 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: But they’re like—they have lands already, but …. So they said that, the grandparents, like my 
grandparents …. So that the land will not go to somebody, like relative—you know— 
 
IO: Yeah. 
 
PP: —the grandparents are related. But not—not near, a little blood, so that [laughing] their property 
would not go away. [all laugh] So at least, it goes …. And then, this—this sale like a trading, then 
whatever from the farm, the produce, they save.  
 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: —and then, she was able to go to college, though so. 
 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: And then become teachers. Um, you know, I’m so happy they—they were my parents because 
they send us to school. 
 
IO: Right. 
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PP: So like my sister become a lawyer. [laughs] 
 
IO: Do you— 
 
PP: It’s the lawyer (?). 
 
IO: Do you hold any family reunions in the Philippines or in America? Or do you—how often do you 
meet your relatives?  
 
PP: Um. Like, that’s what I’m—I was telling my—but here, I had—for me, I’m just alone here, my 
mothers side. But, they are all in California. Like— 
 
IO: Oh, okay.  
 
PP: Bu—on my father’s side, there’s a lot of them, but on my mother—immediate moth—fathers side. 
But my immediate mothers side, there are just four of us first cousins. To think of that, there are five 
siblings of my mother. Uh, two just had kids. Us—three of us and them is four of them. So like seven 
first cousins in the mother's side. But in the father’s side, there’s a lot of first cousins. 
 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: Yeah. I was telling my cousin in California, “Why not we hold some—you know, a little reunion?” 
I don’t know, but when I got to California, I met them, but not like a gathering.  
 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: Not—not a gathering. Like I go to their house like that to see them. Yeah, But we had also like 
relatives in Canada. Uh, so when we go there, we see each other. [indistinguishable] And a reun—you 
know, like weddings. 
 
IO: Oh, okay. 
 
PP: Like, uh, like Saturday we had a gathering with my husband’s family because, uh, the youngest 
son the sis—the brother of Christy, you know, Christy Poisot? No, you don’t know. 
 
IO: No. 
 
PP: Christy Poisot, the one who initiated this Filipino—how you call what you're doing? 
 
IO: [overlapping] Oh! 
 
RM: [overlapping] Oh, yes! 
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PP: [overlapping] Christy.  
 
RM: [overlapping] Oh, I see. Yeah. 
 
PP: [overlapping] Christy Poisot, Poisot.  
 
RM: [overlapping] Oh, right.  
 
PP: [overlapping] Chirsty. Maria and Christy.  
 
RM: [overlapping] Oh, right.  
 
IO: [overlapping] Yeah, we—we remember.  
 
[0:30:16] 
 
PP: Yeah, the youngest brother married a Vietnamese last Saturday, so we had to gather all the 
relatives of the fath—of my husband's side are there. 
 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: And then from—from Canada they came over, the brothers, the sisters of the mother. Christy came 
over here. Oh my god, the wedding is so—I said, “How much they spend—they spend on this 
wedding?” [IO laughs] The Vietnamese is the only girl. 
 
IO: Uh-uh. 
 
PP: The two moth—she just had the one brother. Seems like they’ve got a nice life.  
 
IO: Yeah. 
 
PP: They are Vietnamese. [IO laughs] It’s the—[laughs] Oh, And the funny thing is in, uh, Chateau 
Polonez if you had heard that in Spring. Or maybe you don’t know. Oh my god! It’s a beautiful place. 
Like you just rent the place and it’s in a secluded area with a big—you know like a big—like a mansion 
house.  
 
IO: Wow. That sounds really cool. Yeah. 
 
PP: [overlapping] Like—so it’s like—well it’s—“Oh my God. [all laugh] How much dollars does 
this?” Anyway, we enjoy it. See there’s nice things right? If you have family around?  
 
IO: Yeah.  
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PP: All your work—hard, you know …. Uh, you’re work—even though you’re working so hard at 
least if you see your family, and you know, happy. But it was … 
 
RM: How often do you go to California or Canada?  
 
PP: Oh no, just Canada, just maybe twice. Not much because I’m not—you know, [laughing] I’m 
working—I work two jobs here. [laughs]  
 
IO: Yeah. 
 
PP: [overlapping] Yeah, you know [indistinguishable several words]. See I’m getting old. I think—I 
mean that—my classmates, we had our, maybe, my classes, we went home, I home last—the other 
November, not this November, the other year for our 40 years nursing graduate. 
 
IO: Wow! 
 
PP: Yeah, 40, so we had a celebration. 
 
RM: [overlapping] That’s really nice!  
 
PP: And then our classmates are all retired. [laughs; IO laughs] Some are retired. But anyway, even 
though retired, you go back part time. [laughs] 
 
RM: I see. Yeah.  
 
PP: I know. I said, [laughing] “I’m still here working.” “When are you going to retirement, you’re 66 
years old.” I mean I have some bills to pay. That’s life in America. Right. 
 
RM: We’re going to switch a bit and ask you a bit more about your, um, culture and tradition. So, what 
kind of holidays do you and your family celebrate?  
 
PP: In my country?  
 
RM: Yes.  
 
PP: Yeah. We celebrate birthdays of course. Uh, we don’t have Thanksgiving there, like—like, uh—
but we have our independence. Uh, it’s not, uh—and, like July 4. Our independence. But mostly the 
Christmas and New Year, And have like the Holy Week. 
 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: Yeah, Holy Week is a very big one. Like the death of Jesus Christ.  
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IO: Yeah. 
 
PP: Yeah. And we celebrate that. Like—since—when I was there—when, you know— every—and in 
the Christmas time we have that, uh, Mass in early morning. You know that?  
 
RM: Yeah. 
 
IO: [overlapping] No. 
 
PP: Like every morning we go to church, like four o'clock. We walk—since—you know, we talk to the 
church, and then go back to sleep after. [RM and PP laugh] Or else there’s some food that you have to 
buy. And until the Christmas time.  
 
RM: Right. 
 
PP: Yeah, we went to the Church at midnight, the midnight Mass. You do that? I—I grew up with that. 
And the New Year, and then the, as I said the …. Oh, and also the All Saints Day, like the—it’s, uh—
how do you call it? All Soul’s Day. So … remembrance of the dead people. You know that November 
one and two?  Like here they do it the Halloween day. 
 
RM: [overlapping] Halloween! Oh, I see.  
 
PP: [overlapping] Halloween. The Halloween. We don’t have Halloween in the Philippines. It’s not 
like here that Halloween here is like a business already, right?  
 
[0:34:54] 
 
IO: Yeah. [laughs]  
 
PP: It’s a business!  
 
IO: [indistinguishable several words]  
 
PP: Yeah, because you have to buy this attire and then you have those candies. So, over there we go to 
the cemetery to pray for the souls of our—their beloved.  
 
IO: I see. 
 
PP: So like … and so that—and then we go to church, as usual. And on Christmas time, that I miss. I 
mean I forgot. On the—you know, we start at December 16. We go 16 until the 25. We go house to 
house singing, caroling—we call that caroling—with—with friends. And then they will just give us 
cents, nickles, [laughing] no—or candies.  Oh, I said—I miss that. [laughs] Like, you know, they 
don’t—your neighbors are not—they don’t have money over there, but they just—as kids, you know. I 
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don't know my music. It’s [indistinguishable several words as you pronounced this mus—the songs. 
[laughs] I know. 
 
RM: Have you preserved, um, the singing of the songs since you came to America?  
 
PP: Oh, yeah, we—we—over here now, we—my …. Maria, you know, Christy's family. So, when we 
have Christmas—so what we do, we go to the—their—either of their, you know, mom—of their mom's 
house, and then we distribute—you know, we give—exchange gift and we sing Christmas songs. And 
the New Years Eve is in my house. Everybody comes to my house. And Thanksgiving is other 
brother’s house. So that’s nice. 
 
RM: Yeah. 
 
PP: Yeah. [sniffs] 
 
RM: What kind of Christmas songs do you sing here?  
 
PP: Like the Christ—“Silent Night,” the—you know, American songs. [all laugh]  
 
RM: [overlapping, indistinguishable several words] Are there any other traditions or cultures that 
you’ve preserved since you immigrated?  
 
[pause]  
 
PP: [low] What is (?) immigrated (?)? What’s that? … Oh! [laughing] So my—when you—I don’t 
know. It’s like a tradition [indistinguishable] that when you build a house, [laughing] like when we 
built our house, you know, when this—you just have to put some coins in the—you know, in the 
cement, like in the steps. 
 
IO: [overlapping] Interesting. 
 
PP: And [laughs] my husband killed like a chicken for the—the blood of the chicken. [IO and PP 
laugh]  
 
IO: [overlapping] Oh wow! That’s really interesting! 
 
PP: [overlapping] Yeah that’s a …. Yeah, I know that is to drive the evil— 
 
IO: [overlapping] Evil away. 
 
PP: —spirit. I know. I know. [PP and IO laugh] [indistinguishable several words] My husband does 
that, you know. And then for me, I think tradition, you know, it’s not—unless it’s not—it’s—it’s bad, 
you know? At least it’s, uh, uh, uh, it’s not really if it’s good, you know? Now you don’t do any bad to 
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other—other person. You know, it’s that … how do you call that? To follow with them is just okay, 
right? As long as you don’t trample other people’s business or whatever. How—there’s a word with 
that. It’s [indistinguishable]. Uh, I think it’s good to follow a tradition as long if you … if you don’t do 
other—unto other per—you know, how do you call that? I could not say in English. As long as it’s—
you don’t do damages to another people.  
 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: Right, yeah. 
 
RM: And the coins were they also to … [overlapping] drive away spirits?  
 
PP: Yeah, I know we just put—yeah it’s [IO laughs] I know. It’s like to give—you know, the—the 
point is to give  prosperity or goodness or luck for the house.  
 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: Right?  
 
RM: I see. 
 
PP: They put it like in the entrance and then when you put the cement. Um, what—where we put our 
house, because when we built our house here, we really see it rise. [laughs] We—when we build, we 
selected our spot. And then we erected. We really go and see how it grow, how it is finished. So we put 
the coins. It’s American coins, [laughing] the dollar.  
 
[0:39:47] 
 
IO: [laughs] I was curious about that. 
 
PP: It’s like a post—in the post—post. I hope—so far, I have—I think my house is—is blessed. 
[laughs] I hope because we celebrated a lot of Masses in my house. Yeah, when, you know—when we 
have Masses with friends. We did our double wedding over there with my friend and classmate in there  
[indistinguishable] and a relative of my husband from Vancouver. We didn't know that we were—got 
married like June 3rd in the Philippines and June 2nd in Vancouver, but that is like, you know, that 
time. It’s the same date.  
 
IO: Oh, I see. 
 
PP: So when they came—so they came over here for a double wedding inside my house like as a—like 
to renew vows. So … and then we had fri—uh, like the priest of my town, when he came over here … 
we, you know—we say Mass in the house. And, so, I think—I think it’s [laughs]—I think it’s a—this a 
good house. [laughs] And—and now we have the tradition now that whenever like—if we have a party 
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in the home or birthdays with my friends, we say the Rosary. You know, we—we will say the Rosary 
and remember the relatives that died, you know, because now parents died already because they’re old, 
you know. His parents, my parents. So we say Rosary. 
 
RM: Do you have any, um, particular practices to honor you relatives that passed away?  
 
PP: Oh. We say Rosary—uh, we say prayers. And also we say like, in the church, we—how do you 
call that? Like to be prayed in the church.  
 
RM: Could you tell us any stories that might have been passed down through generations in your 
family?  
 
PP: Uh, in the—in my generation of the family? … Tradition right?  
 
RM: Anything. It doesn’t have to be.  
 
[pause] 
 
PP: Like, you know what? That the—as a Filipino like the kissing of the hands. You know, we 
[indistinguishable]. 
 
RM: I’m not familiar.  
 
PP: Oh, you don’t know that? Right, yeah. So you know as a Filipino—like if the Filipino grew up in 
the Philippines, but here some of the American boy—uh, kids now. Like if they grew up in the 
Philippines—but some parents still instill to them like if you met an elder—people older than you—
you have to kiss. Not like—it’s not kissing like that, but, uh, like, you know, you get my hands and put 
it in your … 
 
RM: Forehead? 
 
IO: [overlapping] Oh. 
 
PP: —forehead, like, uh, a sign of respect.  
 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: And then for your elder people, you call them, uh, Auntie or Tita. Tita’s like Auntie. 
 
IO: Oh, okay. 
 
PP: We call them Auntie or Tita, the Filipino Tita, yeah. And—and also, there's opo, opo, like po, P-O, 
or O-P-O like I respect to them, like, yeah. Like saying—instead of just yes, “opo.” Like if you say opo 
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it’s like there’s a—instead like you’re saying yes but there’s—opo it’s—it’s a yes, but it’s like there’s 
addi—like additional respect— 
 
IO: [overlapping] I see. 
 
PP: —on the yes. You know what I'm saying? 
 
IO: Yeah, yeah, yeah. 
 
PP: Yeah. And we don’t call first names. You know so … 
 
IO: It’s the same in Korea. We don’t call—yeah. 
 
PP: You—you don’t call their— 
 
IO: [overlapping] First names, right. 
 
PP: —first names. You call them—that's why we call them …. Um, like if an older man [1 Filipino 
word].  
 
IO: [overlapping] I see. 
 
PP: If it’s this older lady, ate (?) or, uh tita. Tita is auntie, so everybody is auntie. [laughs]  
 
IO: Oh, I see. 
 
PP: Right, now you know.  
 
IO: [overlapping] Yeah. I—I get it. 
 
PP: It’s like a better saying—uh, telling them if you don’t know their name— 
 
IO: [overlapping] Yeah. 
 
PP: Like, “Yes tita. Opo.” Like every that word you say  “Opo, opo.” Oh that’s—I like it. I like—but 
my kids doesn’t say that. [all laugh] And you know if a—if a kid—if a person grew up in the 
Philippines, when they come here and they say that po you know that they really grew—you know—
you know they came from the Philippines. Because some here—some kids doesn't say the po anymore. 
And then you ask them, “You grew up in the Philippines?” “Opo.” [laughs] Yes, yes but there's some 
like, opo is like with a cer—additional respect.  
 
[0:45:13] 
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IO: I see. Yeah. 
 
PP: It's not like saying “yes.” Additional—oh “yes,” but with like a certain, in the air. Like a certain 
respect.  
 
RM: Is there a similar way that the elderly talked to children or younger generation?  
 
PP: Uh, yeah, it’s …. Yes,  like … how, uh—you have to tell them, like, “anak,” like, you know, 
“Anak” you—you know, you have to do like this, you know, like, well … you say that … to the 
children. 
 
RM: Are any special words reserved for older people talking to young?  
 
PP: [quietly] Uh, yeah, “anak.” [louder] Yeah, “anak.” You would call them “anak.” Like—like, you 
know, “anak” you know, [indistinguishable]. Like anak is like a child but that is, uh, another word. Uh, 
if you call them …. But if we ask something, there's a—like if you request something for them to do, 
“paki.” We have the word “paki.” P-A-K-I, paki. Paki, like, uh, re—like it's not like, “Do this; do that.” 
No, you know. Uh, like you have to ask them, “Would you please like—would you please do like this? 
Would you finish—please finish, like, finish? Do you please … clean up your room.” But you have a 
cer—a word like “paki.” Like “please,” but there's—you know. Yeah. But for me it's mean like that, 
not, you know …. It's a request. Um … 
 
RM: Do you use it when you talk to your kids or—[overlapping] no be—oh, you do?  
 
PP: Yeah, a lower—like, the lower—you know, younger … a lot younger. Like, when I come to 
America and when I was in New Jersey, I was the eldest in my unit— 
 
IO: [overlapping] Oh. 
 
PP: Like in my floor, because them are younger … younger nurses. So they always call me “ate, ate.” 
[IO and PP laugh] Now when I come to Houston –  
 
IO: Mm-hmm.  
 
PP: —when—where I work in Methodist and in—because I work first in Methodist for 2(?)2 months.  
 
IO: [overlapping] Right.  
 
PP: Then I went to VA. There's, um—you know VA’s a retirement area, [laughing] a retirement place, 
you know. They' re saying like—there's a old nurses over there. So, I am so happy because I had “ate.” 
They're not—it's not [IO and PP laugh]—I'm not the—I’m not the one being said, “ate,” but I had 
somebody to say “ate.” But now, I'm all—I'm the [laughs]—now in the hospital now, I'm the “ate” now 
again. [all laugh] [indistinguishable] 62. Oh my god, I’m 62. See? 
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RM: I see. 
 
PP: You’re young. You’re 19—20s or no, younger?  
 
RM: I'm 19.  
 
PP: 19. Oh I see 19.  
 
IO: I'm 21.  
 
PP: 21. Yeah, see. [IO laughs] As if you're my grand …. Oh no! My kids are 26 and 27.  
 
IO: [overlapping] I see.  
 
PP: I have them after 10 years, my son after 10 years.  
 
IO: Wow. 
 
PP: [indistinguishable several words] 
 
RM: Yeah. 
 
PP: And then my daughter two years after.  
 
IO: Right. 
 
PP: [sniffs] So that's why I'm the eldest in the family, but I have the youngest kids. [laughs]  
 
IO: I see. Yeah.  
 
PP: My brother's the youngest. I'm older. [all laugh] 
 
RM: That's interesting.  
 
IO: Yeah, that's real interesting. [laughs] 
 
[0:49:19] 
 
RM: Could you tell us about some special food traditions that your family has?  
 
PP: Yeah, we cook like … uh, like we have the noodle, right? the pansit. Yeah, we eat—cook the 
pansit. We have some lumpia. We have …. We—but—us Filipino—you know what? [laughs] In my 
country, we eat vegetable, like we cook the vegetable over there. Right? How about you? You cook 
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your vegetables? No? 
 
RM: I do some of the time.  
 
PP: [overlapping] When you’re in your country? You cook— 
 
IO: [overlapping]Veggies. 
 
PP: —your veggies?  
 
IO: Mm-hmm.  
 
PP: Like—what—over here—over there, we—we have some Philippine vegetables. We have—they 
have—they are here too.  
 
IO: Okay. 
 
PP: Yeah. Like in the California, most of them. But we cook them with—we boil them, then we put 
fried fish.  
 
IO: right. 
 
PP: Dining de. We call them dining de. Then we put like a piece of salt or baguio. Then salted fish, and 
that's our dining de. That's our food. Vegetable. [laughing] So when I come to America, you know 
what? Even though that [sniffs] there's a littles, uh, carrots in the food. We call carrots. When I come to 
America, my first time in New Jersey, “What? They're eating—[all laugh] My God! They're eating 
carrots fresh in the salad! They're eating the cauliflower fresh?” There—they are—there’s a lot of, how 
do you call that shock?  
 
RM: Culture shock? 
 
PP: Culture shock. There's a lot of culture shock. The mushrooms—because our mushroom in the 
Philippines are different than here, they grow the mushrooms here right? The mush—they grow the 
mushrooms here mass production and their caves.  
 
IO: Mm-hmm.  
 
PP: But in our place, mushroom grows like in the—like in the banana, you know, somewhere. It's 
different mushroom. They have also mushroom in the Whole—in the Food—you know what’s that the 
Whole—Whole Food?  
 
RM: Whole Foods. 
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IO: [overlapping] Whole foods, oh, yes. Yeah, yeah, yeah. 
 
PP: The other one with the—with the hat.  
 
IO: Yeah, yeah I love that. [laughs] 
 
PP: Do you eat that fresh?  
 
IO: No I don't. I always cook it. But … 
 
PP: I know so—so our—the mushroom here is different, right?  
 
IO: [overlapping] Oh. 
 
PP: [indistinguishable] And they eat here fresh. Oh my God! They eat that [indistinguishable] and then 
they eat …. They eat mostly fresh! [all laugh] And then—so when I went—so when I go to the 
cafeteria and it’s—at work because at—at the apartment we stayed, we cook our food, right? So then— 
so, you know, you—the salad bar, you go—uh, salad (?)—I—I pick up the salad bar and I taste, you 
know the—I taste the broccoli, the cauliflower. At first I could not eat the broccoli fresh. And then, 
“Oh my God, it's good!” [laughs] It's good. The only—now I eat salad. Then, there are the lettuce, 
right? Now, we don't have much lettuce over there when I grew up. We didn’t eat lettuce. We have 
cabbage, but we cook them. And so—and then I said, “Oh my God, America is very wasteful.” Right?  
 
IO: [overlapping] Yeah. [laughs]  
 
PP: [overlapping] Do you not think that? 
 
RM: I agree.  
 
IO: I agree.  
 
PP: [laughing] I said—at work, I said, I recycle—you know when I get report, like—it’s, uh—also—
you—anyway, you have to delete some of it, right?  
 
IO: Yeah.  
 
PP: [indistinguishable] So, when I get report, I use the—you know, have some reprinted papers. I use 
the printed one. I use the back. And other nurses when they get report, they just pick—pull the— 
 
IO: [overlapping] New. New paper. Yeah.  
 
PP: —the new paper! And I said, “Oh my God.” [IO and PP laugh] And then sometimes I send—I put 
back some before. Oh my God.  
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IO: Right.  
 
PP: There's in the VA that every printed paper, there's a blank paper go—go with it. I don't know why 
it is. [PP and IO laugh] I go—I select all the blank paper and put it back. Oh my God! [IO laughs] I still 
have my Filipino brain. [IO and PP laugh] The mindset (?) in America, oh my God!  
 
IO: Yeah.  
 
PP: How many watches do you have?  
 
IO: Yeah. 
 
PP: I—I grew up with just one or two watches, just one or two bags, one or two shoes— 
 
IO: [overlapping] Right.  
 
PP: —and like few dress. And here? My God! [laughs] 
 
IO: Yeah.  
 
PP: Right?  
 
RM: I understand. My— 
 
PP: [overlapping] Yeah, so— 
 
RM: —parents always taught me to use the back of paper, too.  
 
PP: It's so waste. It's—I said America is so wasteful. 
 
IO: [overlapping] Yeah. 
 
PP: So wasteful. And then my husband said, “Yeah, at least there's some work for the people to do.” 
[all laugh]  
 
IO: Yeah and they always give out like so many plastic bags in the supermarket.  
 
PP: Oh, you know, I recycle that.  
 
IO: Oh, you do? Yeah.  
 
PP: That's—that’s the one I use our garbages … liners.  
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IO: Oh. 
 
PP: Like, liners.  
 
IO: Yeah. Yeah.  
 
PP: Our garbage liners. And so that’s—we—we, you know—I—I sent to the Philippines boxes, you 
know, that door-to-door box that you can— 
 
IO: [overlapping] Oh yeah, yeah, yeah!  
 
PP: [indistinguishable several words] The door-to-door box right. So the spaces are—so what my 
husband—we do the plastic [indistinguishable] We fold it nicely, and then we send the plastics—you 
know them? You know the bags? And send them to the Philippines and they can use it in going to the 
market, to the grocery, right, because it's so expensive also like that. 
 
IO: I see.  
 
PP: And they can use it, rather here just throwing it away. But here, I save them and use it for liners.  
 
IO: Oh.  
 
PP: But for the—I don't buy—I just buy the … the big garbage liner, you know? The thing for the bin 
(?) bag (?) ? I buy that. That's the one I buy. But the small—the small I buy the plastic garbage 
containers in the rooms—in the bedrooms. That is just good for that [laughs] the sense of the … 
grocery bags. You recycle things. You know. 
 
[0:55:38] 
 
RM: Right. Um, so finally do you have any, uh, family possessions or like things or objects that were 
passed down in your family?  
 
PP: Like my—my mother give me my [laughing] like jewelry and some properties in the Philippines, 
like land, you know? I have lands over there, like inheritance. You know, like jewelries [very quiet] 
and what else? Nothing just that. But then—but the education is the best inheritance.  
 
IO: I agree. 
 
PP: Yeah. I just could not believe this. There's rich people. Anyway, they have money already [laughs] 
especially here right?  
 
RM: That' s true.  
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PP: Yeah, but education is the best inheritance from our parents. We have to be thankful right?  
 
IO: Yeah. Yeah.  
 
PP: Yeah they send us to school. That's why in my country, even though a poor family, uh, send their 
kids to school. They really sacrifice and send them to school. Like here, especially the nurses here, my 
co-workers, most of us, they do double. I do my second job not to save money okay? [laughs] Just for 
expenses. But I had friend in New Jersey, like I know most of my—you know, the same name, even 
though they have family here already, they get a portion of their salary to send home so that their 
brothers and sisters will go also to school, to college.  
 
IO: Wow.  
 
PP: They sacrifice. Somebody has to sacrifice for the family. Like my friend she's the—she's the lucky 
one to come to America, three—she send her, uh—her … sisters, three of them to nursing. And then 
the brothers. Then like my other sister-in-law, she's the eldest. Like she did not—you know, the parents 
are not—you know, economically—she went to Sau—Middle East. So when she was there, she send 
money— 
 
IO: [overlapping] Wow. 
 
PP: —for the brothers and the sisters to go to college. Yeah. And now, when she's here now, she 
seldom send now because whatever she earn in Middle East, they bought lands and that's one (?) 
helping now the parents. Someone has to support. Like I said—like the older—the old Filipinos before? 
 
IO: Mm-hmm.  
 
PP: They come to America as farmers, right?  
 
IO: Yeah.  
 
PP: The history of California and Hawaii, they come as farmers. And they send money to the 
Philippines to educate their brothers, sisters, their nieces—  
 
IO: Oh, wow. 
 
PP: Now, they become engineers. They become doctors and teachers. Now, the next generation that 
come to America are the educated ones— 
 
IO: Yeah. Yeah. 
 
PP: Us.  
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IO: Yeah. 
 
PP: Like the doctors. So the second exodus are educated.  
 
IO: That’s really admirable. 
 
PP: [overlapping] That's why they really—somebody has to sacrifice. That’s life.  
 
IO: [indistinguishable] Well one of the important topics about— 
 
PP: [overlapping] Yeah, yes I know. 
 
IO: —this project is, um, immigration. 
 
PP: Yeah.  
 
IO: We'd like to know more about your immigration history. We know that you left the Philippines in 
1985—  
 
PP: [overlapping] ’85, yeah.  
 
IO: —for New Jersey. What were primary reasons that you decided to come to the United States?  
 
PP: Mmm. At that time, you know, as a nurse, I—you know, Filipinos usually come to America 
mostly as a nurse because sometimes, uh, [indistinguishable several words] Why I met everybody’s a 
nurse [laughs] in the Philippines like they (?) met (?) here in the Ph—in America mostly are the nurses. 
Is that only profession? No, because there are some other professions, but that's the easiest way to get 
out.  
 
IO: Hmm.  
 
PP: Right? Because before they need nurses. But anyway, um, my mom before doesn't want me to go 
to America because like, “What will you do in America?” And I said also when I was in my—in my— 
over there, “Why Filipino go to America? That's it. I never see them come back. What is in America?” 
 
[1:00:12] 
 
IO: I see.  
 
PP: Right? What is in America? What is life in America? So anyway, I tried. As I said I tried before 
but unluckily—I don't know. it's not my luck somehow. But I really push (?) when we are run out of 
money already. You know? Whatever. And to get out, to—to save money.  
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IO: Right. At the time there was no internet or anything.  
 
PP: [overlapping] No! There's no …  
 
IO: [overlapping] How did you know—how did you know about the opportunity here?  
 
PP: [overlapping] Oh, we have agencies.  
 
IO: Oh!  
 
PP: Right. Right. Yeah— 
 
IO: [overlapping] That’s interesting.  
 
PP: —the agencies. Yeah that's before. And then the—like the per—uh, representative from the 
hospitals in America go to the Philippines and recruit. The recruits,  
 
IO: Wow.  
 
PP: They recruited us, yeah. And they interview us. 
 
IO: Wow. 
 
PP: Yeah. But we had to pay the— 
 
IO: [overlapping] Agencies. I see. 
 
PP: —agencies of course. Yeah, we had to pay them.  
 
IO: Was it a lot of money?  
 
PP: No, I don't think so. [indistinguishable] But as I said—as I said then the next batch 
[indistinguishable] me, they are all free already because that time they need a lot of nurses here.  
 
IO: [overlapping] Nurses. 
 
PP: Oh my God they're free uniform, free housing, free examination, free printing.  
 
IO: Really? Wow. 
 
PP: Yeah, On the ’88, ’99, ’90, ’91, ’92. But before me, we had to pay.  
 
IO: I see.  
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PP: Me and my—and my time. Yeah but now, no more.  
 
IO: Did any of your family members come with you or did you come here alone?  
 
PP: By me, alone, I come alone by me. Because my husband is,  you know. But how—but—but then 
how—uh, they say that on when I came here he could have just come as my dependent, but then, if my 
d—my—but her family are already in Texas. I—I don't know that, that, but then we don't have money, 
you know? 
 
IO: [overlapping] Yeah.  
 
PP: So, and if he has to come with me, I’m with a group of girls, and so we lived in our apartment, six 
of us were.  
 
IO: [overlapping] I see.  
 
PP: Yeah, so, how a man—a man …. He’s a male, you know? And then how can—I cannot afford to 
have an apartment by myself yet by that time. 
 
IO: I see. So when did he move?  
 
PP: After seven years. 
 
IO: After seven years.  
 
PP: Yeah, I know, that’s why I told you the immigration, that it's a mistake. 
 
IO: [overlapping] Yeah. 
 
PP: I should have taken him as my dependent after.  
 
IO: [quietly] Yeah. So seven years, right?  
 
PP: Yeah. He waited for seven years.  
 
IO: Wow. Like what visa status, um, did you have when you first immigrated [overlapping] to the 
United States? 
 
PP: Oh—my—me as a working visa.  
 
IO: [overlapping] Oh.  
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PP: I’m a working visa. Then after three years, I—I could apply now for an immigrant.  
 
IO: I see.  
 
PP: So for immigrant for five years, usually immigrant for five, to become a citizen. Yeah.  
 
IO: How was the visa process like when you applied for the second time as a nurse [overlapping 
indistinguishable]?  
 
PP: [overlapping] Immigrant? For the immigrant?  
 
IO: Yes. 
 
PP: Oh, for the Philippines?  
 
IO: Mm-hmm.  
 
PP: Oh there, they process everything, the hospital here process with the agency for the working visa.  
 
IO: Okay. 
 
PP: Yeah. They pay—I think the hospital pay for that, but for the immigrate—immigration I think I got 
a lawyer.  
 
IO: I see.  
 
PP: [overlapping] It's better to get a lawyer because you don't know what you’re doing.  
 
IO: [overlapping] Yeah exactly. Yeah. 
 
PP: I get a lawyer.  
 
RM: So you had to stay in touch with the agency for a long time?  
 
PP: In the Philippines?  
 
IO: Mm-hmm.  
 
RM: Yes.  
 
PP: Uh, no, you can just—because, uh, when you apply and then they will call you when there's a—
like a representative from America to do the interview. 
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IO: Right.  
 
PP: And when you're selected, then they—they start processing the papers. It’s just— 
 
IO: [overlapping] Right. 
 
PP: —took a few months. Few months, eight (?) months before.  
 
IO: And your husband arrived here as a green card holder?  
 
PP: Yes, as a green card holder.  
 
IO: Oh I see, so he could work when first moved here?  
 
PP: [overlapping] Yeah, he can work. Yeah, he can work, but he did not work because he babysit.  
 
IO: Oh.  
 
PP: My children.  
 
IO: I see.  
 
PP: Two of them at that time. He babysit, babysitter, [all laugh] the mama. [laughs]  
 
IO: Oh, interesting.  
 
PP: Yeah until now he cooks the house because I work. You know, I work. Uh I have part time job. I 
work in (?) that (?) time also.  
 
IO: I see.  
 
PP: Times (?). If I like to go make some money. And I work nights.  
 
[1:04:33]  
 
IO: What were some of your, um, first impressions about the country when you first arrived here?  
 
PP: Oh yeah when I come here in New Jers—yeah it's—I—I—I should have talk over there, right? In 
the East Coast. [all laugh] So I [laughs]—I watch movies, often (?) in the—in the Philippines right.  
 
IO: Mm-hmm, Western movies?  
 
PP: Yeah. There's s American movies— 
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IO: [overlapping] Right. 
 
PP: —there, right? But then …. And you read magazines too, right? So we—I came—I—were, uh— 
where we stayed it’s like the New York right, and the next, like the Hudson River. 
 
IO: Yes.  
 
PP: Then the— 
 
IO: [overlapping] Queen … New Jersey. 
 
PP: New Jersey. The—the—then Jersey City, but we're next it's like the Stafford. Ay, no! It's 
Secaucus, like Secaucus.  
 
IO: Secaucus, that's right.  
 
PP: Yeah Secaucus. That is—there were Japanese like the Panasonic. They have a big— 
 
IO: Oh!  
 
PP: That's their—that's in front of a hospital is the Panasonic, the … how they call that? The— 
 
RM: [overlapping] Headquarter? 
 
PP: —base, the base of Panasonic in the U.S.  
 
IO: Right.  
 
PP: Their … like  
 
RM: [overlapping] Headquarters?  
 
IO: Headquarter. 
 
PP: Headquarters, right. That's the headquarters. Yeah.  
 
IO: Oh!  
 
PP: Yeah, the Pana—it's front of—because that area is like the … outlet, the outlet. Like, you know, 
we have outlets, right? That’s a— 
 
IO: Yeah, yeah. 
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PP: That’s an outlet that Secaucus is so … known over there because of the outlet. So our—New 
Yorkers come over there, to buy things because tax, uh,  is 6 percent. Well … 
 
IO: Oh, in New York. [overlapping]Yeah. 
 
PP: [overlapping] New York. Yeah, yeah.  
 
IO: Even at the time? [laughs] 
 
PP: Yeah, so they mostly come to—to— 
 
IO: [overlapping] New Jersey. 
 
PP: —to Secaucus to buy stuff.  
 
IO: Right.  
 
PP: And that—and that town is—you know that town that we stayed, it's a community hospital. It's 
like, uh … what, uh, they're quite … Caucasians.  
 
IO: Oh. I see! 
 
PP: What nationality are they? They're not Ireland. What nationality are they? Italians. So on the town 
before when I was—when we were there, few are Filipinos. It's just us I think, a few of us. And they 
did not like—they sent out—there were some bi … Black people. You know, they're so—they're so—
what do you call that? They don’t like …  
 
IO: Racism?  
 
PP: They’re racis—yeah before, but now, mostly now are—on that that by—so our generation, so 
some are nurses, come and you buy fam—uh, houses now, and some other Filipinos, Asian—Asian 
people stay there new now, in that town.  
 
IO: Hmm.  
 
PP: Hmm, like invaded. [PP and IO laugh]  There New Jersey. 
 
IO:  [overlapping] Yeah, New Jersey. There are a lot of Asians.  
 
PP: [overlapping] New York is just fifteen minutes by bus. You just go to the town hall.  
 
IO: Oh.  
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RM: That’s very close. 
 
PP: Yeah, it’s very close. 
 
IO: Yeah. 
 
PP: Just close to New York. 
 
IO: I see.  
 
PP: To Manhattan. Yeah fifteen by train and bus because the bus from the town goes straight, you 
know, on the highway. 
 
IO: Cool.  
 
PP: And the town hall  [laughs] of the New York. And then—so okay, so, from the—from the airport, 
they pick us up, and then they—they—and after, you know, then at nighttime, this big—we went to 
New—New Jersey area and we went to see the skyline of New York.  
 
IO: Wow.  
 
PP: Oh my God! [IO laughs] The skyline—the skyline's nice right? [laughs] 
 
IO: It's amazing, yeah.  
 
PP: [laughing] It's so amazing, beautiful. And then—then one of my friend after some—some time—
because we are still not working. Right? We just arrived. So I think maybe one or two days we went to 
New York. So see … we went to the Manhattan. Oh my God. I think that suddenly such …. Why this is 
Manhattan! It’s so dirty. [all laugh] And then, by that time the Philippines is so clean because of 
Marcos time. When I left Imelda really—  
 
IO: [overlapping] Yeah, Imelda.  
 
PP: [overlapping] It's really clean, our—oh and then the Manila, before it's really clean.  
 
IO: Right.  
 
PP: And I said, “Oh my God, it's good Philippines is so clean than this. Oh my God.” What happened 
before papers— 
 
IO: Yeah.  
 
PP: Like, yeah litters, you know it's so dirty around. 
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IO: [overlapping] Yeah.  
 
PP: Oh my God. And then I said, “Oh my God houses are so old! [all laugh]” All my—all—all my 
brains are, you know that, nice—nice house. like in Houston, right? 
 
IO: [overlapping] I see, yeah.  
 
PP: It's—that's in my imagination of America.  
 
IO: I see.  
 
PP: Yeah, I didn't realize that there's—that’s like that. I guess the culture shock. [IO and PP laugh] And 
at work—oh my God. [indistinguishable] Oh my God. But, you know, you wash your hands, right? 
And then oh my God there's a paper towel to wipe your hands! [all laugh] And but who in the military 
had towels?  
 
IO: Yeah.  
 
PP: We had—we cannot wipe our hands. No towels, not a paper towel. [laughs] Oh I know. That’s life 
in America.  
 
IO: Yeah, for me too.  
 
PP: It's nice. I'm happier here. At least with savings, you know, working hard, you get something. 
[laughs]  
 
[1:09:55]  
 
IO: So why did you first settle in, um, your town? So—Se—Secaucus?  
 
PP: Secaucus. Secaucus. 
 
IO: Was it where the hospital was located?  
 
PP: Yes.  
 
IO: Oh, I see.  
 
PP: The Meadowlands—Meadowlands hospital.  
 
IO: Oh, I see.  
 
PP: But it is in Secaucus. That's the hospital that petitioned me to come to work. 
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IO: Oh, okay.  
 
PP: I'm just so happy that—that hospital petitioned me. Then when I—later I learned that my co 
worker in the Philippines … is working there too.  
 
IO: Oh, okay!  
 
PP: Yeah.  
 
IO: Nice.  
 
PP: And she was the girl. She was the nurse that—she was like a stu—she's a—someone that I told you 
that she work and she send money and— 
 
IO: Yeah.  
 
PP: Because at that time we worked nights, and like her nurse—military nurse would (?) assist like my 
nursing aide at night. Then she goes to work at—at night, and go to school in the morning.  
 
IO: Oh wow. 
 
PP: To become a nurse. She's really — 
 
IO: Yeah. Diligent. 
 
PP: She really work herself.  
 
IO: [quietly] Very hard working. 
 
PP: Yeah she's hard—she's a hard worker. Yeah … and then we met each other again. [laughs] it's 
nice. At least I'm not much lonely like maybe if I went to other states.  
 
IO: Yeah. True. 
 
PP: In America, you can just find yourself. What else? 
 
RM: What was the hardest thing about moving to the United States?  
 
PP: Hmm. Oh, I don't see my family, my immediate family. Yeah. Like my sister and brother. Um, at 
least I can see my nieces, you know, they grow, but, you know it's—they have their own family 
anyway. Yeah but we—but now, my God, with the communication that we do now. Oh my God! 
 
IO: Skype. [laughs] 
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PP: I know. [laughs] And now there's the Viber, and now you can just talk to them, right? [IO laughs] I 
had the plan in the telephone that every—it's fifteen dollars every month. I could call international.  
 
IO: Uh-huh.  
 
PP: There's like 500 minutes per month. I couldn't even use that.  
 
RM: That's amazing.  
 
IO: Yeah! 
 
PP: Amazing, right?  
 
IO: Yeah.  
 
PP: But before like, [laughing] my husband when we’re, you know, boyfriend and girlfriend, he has to 
go to the telegram. 
 
IO: Oh wow! [laughs] 
 
PP: [overlapping] To send me my Valentines. [indistinguishable] Valentines. [IO laughs] 
 
IO: Telegram?  
 
PP: So you're happy if you're sent a Valentines Day telegram. [laughs]  
 
IO: [overlapping] That's so romantic though.  
 
PP: And there's no telephone before, you know? But maybe there's—there is at work, but not in the 
house.  
 
IO: I see.  
 
PP: Yeah.  
 
IO: Yeah. [overlapping] Things have changed. 
 
PP: And I said, “Oh my God! How can you communicate before?” And now you know when you go to 
a friend's house, you can just call them. “Oh, I'm here at your doorstep. I'm here in your—front of your 
house.” You don't have to knock anymore. [all laugh] Right? 
 
IO: That's true.  
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PP: You don’t—[laughs] Oh my goodness, yeah I know. And now you can see the albums that your—
your friends, in the Facebook anymore. 
 
IO: [overlapping] Oh, yeah, yeah.  
 
PP: You know what is happening. You know like the wedding that we went last Saturday, my husband 
posted them already, and then my family in the Philippines notice—comments—[IO laughs] 
commented already. [laughs] “Oh that's a nice dress. That’s a nice—” [IO laughs] See? Before we 
didn't have that.  
 
IO: Yeah, things have changed.  
 
PP: I know. So much sciences. So you know what? That's what my husband said, these scientists, these 
intelligent people … uh, you know, like, versus the athletes, they just play and they get more money, 
millions, but this … inventors, this—you know what I’m saying? Which is more … is this better? You 
know? But these athletes they just play! And everybody's been (?)— The science. Oh my God. It's 
amazing. Right? [laughs] Then you can drive the car without key, keyless. [laughs] Oh my God! At 
first, my car is keyless, right? At first, “How could I drive that with my—without my key? [IO and PP 
laugh] And no, I said, “Oh that's—it's a good one because I don’t have to bring out my key anymore 
[laughs] as long it’s with me I can just—you know?  
 
RM: Did you drive in the Philippines too?  
 
PP: Oh, uh, uh, it's just that I'm lucky to have a car. Because what happened is that I'm the eldest in the 
family. I have my brother and sister. So, since I went to school remember in a government school? I 
guess— 
 
IO: Mm-hmm. 
 
RM: Yeah.  
 
PP: My tuition is just so nothing, like so cheap. And then my brother—sister went to law. 
 
IO: Law school. 
 
PP: And then the other one's a doctor, so my parents … to equal, they give me a car. [laughs]  
 
IO: Oh, I see.  
 
PP: So they give me—and I—so, I drive. But, um—but not too much because, you know, gas is so 
expensive at the time, and then, you know, salary’s just …. So, I carpooled my friends from my house 
… to my work because it's far— 
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IO: Yeah.  
 
PP: —also I'm not so near.  
 
IO: Yeah.  
 
PP: From my house, so/ So when I come to America, I know how to drive. [IO and PP laugh] But it's 
different again. It's this stick shift. [laughs] There's no stick shift in the Philippines. Now it's automatic. 
It’s good. 
 
[1:15:38]  
 
RM: And you talked a lot about the culture shock that you had coming here but were there any 
similarities that you found between the Philippines and, um, either Houston or New Jersey?  
 
PP: Similarities. We can plant our—if the same fruits, the same [indistinguishable; IO laughs] here, the 
same vegetable. We produce our own, you know, some—in summertime, we plant our vegetables at 
home.  
 
IO: Oh.  
 
PP: Yeah, because my husband and I also still wants our Philippine vegetables like eggplant.  
 
IO: I see.  
 
PP: Ocra, beans. We have the green beans.  
 
IO: Ah, they must be really fresh, right?  
 
PP: Yeah.  
 
IO: [overlapping] Yeah, healthy too.  
 
PP: Mm-hmm. What's the similarities? You know what? You could not say anymore because it's 
almost this, you know—like now …  
 
RM: The time is different as well.  
 
PP: It’s different as well— 
 
IO: [overlapping] Yeah.  
 
PP: —in the Philippines. Yeah, [quietly] it's different. It's different [indistinguishable] similar. [louder] 
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Not maybe—but in a way I grew up like … you know, as was—I was reading in the magazine 
yesterday, like, the, you know the, toilet? You know, the toilet is outside the house, and dig. Dig. And, 
uh, you dig it and the well, you have well before. And now we have the— 
 
IO: [overlapping] Yeah. Tap— 
 
PP: Toilet—you know, the tap water now— 
 
IO: Oh yeah.  
 
PP: In the—in our house, but I grew up when we were kids. We (?) were (?) maybe elementary grade 
1, grade 2, grade 3s, still we go out, away the house— 
 
IO: [overlapping] To get water? 
 
PP: —like a little hut [IO and PP laugh] and then now, you have inside the house. [all laugh; some 
indistinguishable words] Right?  
 
IO: Yeah. 
 
PP: And then now …. And that's the thing that …. Like my brother, like now, like, oh my God, he 
keeps every—because... and he's a doctor right now. So, when I remember when he was young, he just 
want to buy something. You know, when we were in the city, but, uh, it's like a toy gun.  
 
IO: Oh.  
 
PP: I don't know my parents didn't even buy him. So he just cling to that. [IO and PP laugh] And pouts 
and cried. And now, this time,  you know, he gets—like he gets everything he wants. But anyway, 
they're good kids. He's a doctor too.  
 
IO: Hmm, yeah.  
 
PP: They have a son.  
 
IO: Wow. 
 
PP: And he has a daughter and a son, they’re both doctors. So, life's changed.  
 
IO: Yeah.  
 
PP: Life change.  
 
RM: So, um, could you remind me are you a U.S. citizen?  
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PP: Yes.  
 
RM: Oh.  
 
PP: Yeah.  
 
RM: And why did you decide to get the citizenship?  
 
PP: Maybe to stay here. To stay here. I don't know what. But I don't know. If I had to apply for a dual 
citizen. There's a dual citizenship.  
 
IO: Right.  
 
PP: Do you do that also in your …? 
 
RM: [overlapping] Japan doesn't have it.  
 
IO: [overlapping] In Korea— 
 
PP: [overlapping] In Korea? Oh you have the dual citizen?  
 
 IO: [overlapping] Yes, we have dual citizenships only for females.  
 
PP: Females?  
 
IO: Because males are supposed to go to a military service, and if they go to Amer—military service 
then they can keep dual citizenship but [overlapping] I don’t think they can. Yeah.  
 
PP: Wait, Korea! Right isn't it that, uh, Korea. Yeah, there's a North Korea and South Korea right?  
 
IO: Yeah I'm from South Korea. And all—all men are supposed to—like, [overlapping] they are 
required to do military service.  
 
PP: [overlapping] But—I'm sorry. I ask something, are you the—are you Communist now or no?  
 
IO: South Korea is no longer a communist state.  
 
PP: Ah I see. They're—isn't that there’s a fight before?  
 
IO: Yeah, yeah, in 1950, Korean War.  
 
PP: [overlapping] And then the—they’re—like they're—they’re separated now?  
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IO: Mm-hmm.  
 
PP: Oh, I see.  
 
IO: Yeah.  
 
PP: Oh, so now, if you're a Korean guy—boy, you have to go back.  
 
IO: Yeah, uh, Koreans, [overlapping] yeah. They have to—Korean male are supposed to.  
 
PP: [overlapping] Or you could not—they could not become an American citizen? 
 
IO: Unless they go to a military service, then they can keep both citizenship I think.  
 
PP: Oh.  
 
IO: But if they don't, then they can't keep Korean citizenship.  
 
PP: Oh, but the female?  
 
IO: Females are allowed to. Yeah. That's interesting. 
 
PP: I see, yeah. And I think I want to Amer—be American citizen because I had my father stayed with 
me.  
 
IO: Oh.  
 
PP: So that I can petition him. But I think even though, you’re immigrant, right? I don't know. Okay. 
 
IO: Yeah … so you did not keep dual citizenship?  
 
PP: I had my Fili—U.S. citizen.  
 
IO: Oh, okay.  
 
RM: I see. 
 
PP: I had my U.S. citizen because I worked in the VA. You cannot go to VA unless you are a citizen.  
 
IO: Oh.  
 
PP: Yeah, we were veterans. What else? 
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[1:20:32]  
 
RM: Well you might know, um,  a lot of Texans are like, really proud of just being Texan and not 
American, but do you feel that way at all or do you consider yourself just American not Texan?  
 
PP: I think they’re—[laughs] I think I'm like American but mostly Filipino. Mostly Filipino.  
 
IO: Yeah. Is there any Filipino restaurant in Houston?  
 
PP: Yeah. There’s one—  
 
IO: There is?  
 
PP: Yeah, there's a lot.  
 
IO: Oh.  
 
PP: Godo’s (?). I know you have the Jollibee.  
 
IO: Jollibee.  
 
PP: Jollibee in South Main.  
 
IO: Right, uh-huh.  
 
PP: You go on Kirby, Kirby and South Main, right in front of the Rel—oh no, Fiesta—in front of …  
 
RM: It's near the Super Target right? 
 
IO: Oh!  
 
PP: Yeah. Yes, yes, yeah. Like in that intersection. Right? 
 
RM: I've seen it.  
 
PP: Yeah, yeah. That's a Filipino. Oh my God, the first time they started, the opening it was 
September. They just opened that up because they are in the California side.  
 
IO: I see.  
 
PP: That's their first … Jollibee here in—in the East Coast, I feel like. My God, and the first days,—
which I never go—to make line to get inside, it’s three hours. [all laugh] But now no one every goes. 
But there's a lot. Uh, Godo’s (?). There's also a Godo’s (?). 
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IO: I see. Yeah. 
 
PP: And there's, yeah.  
 
IO: I'm interested.  
 
PP: But it's different from the Vietnamese or chains restaurants. There's a lot. Did you go to Tokyo 
One? Tokyo One.  
 
RM: Pardon?  
 
PP: Tokyo One, that's a Japanese restaurant.  
 
RM: Oh no. 
 
PP: [indistinguishable several words] You don't know. You just go to school. [all laugh]  
 
RM: I—I know a few near Rice Village and [overlapping] kind of on that side.  
 
PP: [overlapping] That’s right. Yeah, I know.  
 
RM: [overlapping] But no I haven't heard of Tokyo One?  
 
IO: [overlapping] A lot of great Japanese restaurants in Houston. There are a lot of great ones.  
 
PP: Yeah, but, you know what? You be careful, you know, because, you know, girls, you know—I 
think—you know, just be careful because, you know, people are disappears, right?  
 
IO: Yeah. yeah.  
 
PP: [overlapping] Right, oh, its so scary. You pick—they would just sell you or whatever, right. [IO 
laughs]  
 
RM: That's so scary.  
 
IO: Yeah.  
 
PP: Sometimes look at the TV—I was watching this TV. Oh my God! [IO laughs] These girls are 
being smuggled. These—this—you know, these Spanish people, they are smuggled to come to America 
to be prostitutes.  
 
IO: Yeah, yeah.  
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PP: Slaves. White slaves is it? White slaves you call them? 
 
IO: Traffic—uh, traffic [indistinguishable] 
 
PP: Oh my god. It's so scary. Yeah. Just be careful. Like, uh, like the—like guys, you go for breaks, 
like spring breaks. You know, they go to drinks.  
 
IO: Yeah, yeah. 
 
PP: I don’t drink even though I was in the military, I didn’t even—my husband collects wines. Oh we 
have a lot of wine. I don’t even drink beer [all laugh] I know. I'm a good girl. [laughs] Oh, I was 
talking a lot and it's recorded. [laughs]  
 
RM: It’s fine. But, um, that was all we had to—um, all we had prepared to ask. But are there any other 
memories or experiences you'd like to share?  
 
PP: Hmm. In the tradition right? Yeah. What is there? Like experience in America right? The culture 
shock. That's a good one [laughs] [pause] You know, in the—in the Philippines when we grew up … 
hmm … you know, we grew up with maids, right? [laughs] Right? How about Korea?  
 
IO: In Korea maids are very expensive. So only— 
 
PP: [overlapping] No. No.  
 
IO: —like people. Yeah, no, but I studied in Malaysia, so there were a lot of people who had maids, 
Indonesian maids.  
 
PP: From Indonesia?  
 
IO: [overlapping] From—from Indonesia, yeah.  
 
PP: And now also a lot of Filipinos become maids in other countries. 
 
IO: Yes that's—oh, there are Filipino workers in Malaysia too.  
 
PP: Yes. Maids, right?  
 
IO: Maids, mm-hmm.  
 
PP: Yeah like, you know before it's still cheap, we—we grew up with maids even though we are not 
that rich. [laughs]  
 
IO: I see.  
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PP: Yeah, and now we have to work here. Be—[laughs]  
 
IO: Yeah.  
 
PP: Yeah, but now that I do some extra job, I just—but sometimes—I cannot afford to—like, to have 
my house to be cleaned. Because I have my friend's—I know she has a big house. She has her—she 
had a Spanish lady who come to her house twice a month. At first once a month in my house, but then. 
[indistinguishable several words] I just call her if I need her. [indistinguishable] [all laugh]  
 
IO: Is it very expensive here?  
 
PP: No. It depend—but I just pay her. My friend pays 90 per visit. But her husband's maid (?). Well 
me I paid her—because she just—I just called her once in awhile, I pay her 100. Sometimes 120, 
depends.  
 
IO: Mm-hmm, I see.  
 
PP: Yeah it's just the dusting. You know? It's the dusting. But I clean. I clean my house, but I said—
because if I have to clean my house it takes my whole day [IO and PP laugh] and I'm tired.  
 
IO: I see, yeah.  
 
PP: I said, “I’ll just go and do my overtime. See, my overtime will just pay that maid.” [all laugh] 
Cleaning lady. Yeah, the cleaning lady, you know, just pay that you know my second job [laughs] 
overtime. [IO laughs] Yeah, I said “Oh! Oh my gosh!” That’s (?) life. … What else? That’s the—that’s 
us … 
 
IO: That's all we prepared. Thank you so much for your time to participate in the interview.  
 
[1:27:23] 
End interview 


